Bojo Tools
Bojo Socket and Wrench Inserts

Removing and installing automobile and RV batteries has
always been a hazardous
operation with terminals and
grounded mountings/bodywork
in close proximity.

All composite wrenches and all
composite inserts.

The danger of shorting and
sparks due to inadvertent
contact has caused many
serious injuries and vehicle
fires. The amperage available
in a standard auto battery is
easily sufficient to melt
standard metal wrenches.

Composite Wrench Tools

13mm
3 Piece Kit
(10mm, 12mm, 13mm)
P/N ITH-BWK3-XNGL

P/N WI-5M-XNGL
Single or in kits.

10mm

The new Bojo battery safety kit enables a
faster and safer approach to working with
vehicle batteries and the tools and inserts
are more than capable of exerting sufficient
torque to secure both terminals and clamp
bolts when threads are in good condition.
Damaged bolts and fastenings should always
be replaced upon re-installation. The 'feel'
inherent in our composite tools gives a good
guide that adequate torque has been applied,
greatly reducing the danger of broken lugs
and terminals.
*NOT WARRANTED FOR HIGH VOLTAGE USE*
Keeping fingers and metal tools away from
component edges reduces risk of operator injury
and electrical shorting.
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12mm

Loosen battery terminal,
then pry off with opposite
side.

Bojo Tools
2283 Ringwood Ave Ste E-2
San Jose CA 95131

6mm
8mm

½”
7/16”
3/8”

Essential workshop kit for the
service, repair and assembly of
electrical/electronic assemblies.
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Bojo Tools
All Plastic Socket/Box Wrench Inserts
and All Plastic Wrenches
“EXTREME EDGE PLASTIC TECHNOLOGY”

Plastic Wrench/Socket Inserts

“All Tools Made From
Strong Engineering Plastic”

All Plastic Wrenches

Perfect
for battery
connection work.

Fits sockets & wrenches to
give a strong, all plastic option.
SAE Sizes

Metric Sizes

Ultra strong plastic inserts fit standard sockets and wrenches
to produce a cushioned application of torque to nuts and
bolts in areas where evidence of work and re-work is
undesirable. Ideal for use with anodized and chrome finishes,
these products help avoid cosmetic damage in final assembly
or maintenance which can ruin hours of work and preparation
by marring delicate coatings.

P/N WI-12-8-XNGL
P/N WI-1/2”-3/8”-XNGL

P/N WI-14-10-XNGL

The utmost in high-strength plastic technology
is used in this range of wrenches which have
unique applications where non-marring and/or
non-conductive properties are essential. These
tools are suitable for low torque applications but
are still immensely strong and durable.
Battery terminals and most trim and bodywork
bolts are within the capabilities of these tools
making for safer maintenance operations and
reduced cosmetic damage to trim, custom
finished components and
re-work operations.

Metric sizes

13mm

P/N WI-9/16”-7/16”-XNGL

12mm

6mm
P/N WI-16-12-XNGL

10mm

8mm

P/N WI-5/8”-½”-XNGL

5 Piece Kit Metric Wrenches
(Includes 6mm,8mm,10mm,12mm,13mm)

SAE sizes

P/N WI-17-13-XNGL

3/8”

P/N WI-11/16”-9/16”-XNGL

SAE Socket Size Description

7/16”

P/N WI-3/8'-1/4'-XNGL (3/8' reduces to a protected 1/4')
P/N WI-9/16'-7/16'-XNGL (9/16' reduces to a protected 7/16')
P/N WI-5/8'-1/2'-XNGL (5/8' reduces to a protected 1/2')
P/N WI-11/16'-9/16'-XNGL (11/16' reduces to a protected 9/16')

P/N WI-19-15-XNGL

1/2”

P/N WI-21-17-XNGL

Metric Socket Size Description
P/N WI-12-8-XNGL (12mm reduced to 8mm)
P/N WI-14-10-XNGL (14mm reduced to 10mm)
P/N WI-16-12-XNGL (16mm reduced to 12mm)
P/N WI-17-13-XNGL (17mm reduced to 13mm)
P/N WI-19-15-XNGL (19mm reduced to 15mm)
P/N WI-21-17-XNGL (21mm reduced to 17mm
*Not for high torque applications
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“Every socket/wrench insert
is embossed with sizes on
bottom to ensure easy usage
and storage.”

3 Piece Kit Standard Wrenches
(Includes 3/8", 7/16", 1/2”)
Used for low torque, non-conducting applications.
Strong plastic construction allows installation and
removal of battery terminal cables.
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